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The evolution of the primordial low mass blak hole (PBH) in hot universe is onsidered. Inrease of mass and
derease of PBH spin due to the aretion of radiation dominated matter are estimated with using of results of
numerial simulation of PBH formation and approximate relations for aretion to a rotating blak hole.
3
1. Introdution
The possibility of formation of the primordial blak
holes (PBH) with small masses at the early stages of
Universe expansion was disussed in papers [1℄, [2℄,
see also [3℄,[4℄,[5℄,[6℄. Let us onsider the early stages
of expansion, and PBH, massive enough for Hawking
temperature TH =
h¯c3
8pikGM to be muh less than envi-
ronment temperature. In this ase the main proess of
interation between PBH and environment is aretion
of the radiation dominated matter to PBH. In approximation
of steady ow, when the ow of mass M˙ ≡ dMdt is
alulated with formulae for stationary ow of gas, at
rest in innity, to a gravitation enter, the mass of
PBH diverges if initial time of aretion is lose to
beginning of Universe expansion [1℄. Authors [1℄ note
that to answer the question whether aretion to PBH is
atastrophially high the investigation of non-stationary
problem is needed. Non-stationary problem is solved
numerially in paper [7℄.
Mentioned above papers onsider non-rotating blak
holes dened by Shwarzhild metri, and isotropi
aretion of gas, whih inreases PBH mass and keeps
angular momentum equal zero. But it is reasonable to
assume formation of PBH with both mass and angular
momentum. The presene of rotation is a proper feature
of objets of dierent sales, beginning with elementary
partiles (spin) and up to rotation of maroobjets.
As to PBH, formation of PBH with both mass and
angular momentum may result from simultaneous ation
of potential and vortex initial perturbations.
It is shown for the rst time by Doroshkevih [8℄
that due to eets of the general theory of relativity
aretion of partiles (both non-relativisti and relativis-
ti) to rotating objets leads in general ase to derease
of angular momentum of the objet. In papers [9℄,[10℄
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aretion of massive partiles and photons to Kerr blak
hole is onsidered. In partiular, in paper [9℄ author
disusses the derease of PBH angular momentum due
to the isotropi aretion of photons.
In present paper inrease of mass and derease of
PBH angular momentum are estimated taking into
onsideration non-stationarity of the problem (see also
[11℄). We use results of numerial solution of non-statio-
nary problem of PBH formation and dynamis [7℄ and
approximate relations for aretion into a rotating blak
hole [9℄.
2. Approximation of stationary
aretion
In approximation of stationary aretion one has the
following equation for inrease the PBH mass [1℄-[4℄:
dM
dt
=
27
4
piR2Gcρr , (1)
where M is blak hole mass, RG = 2GM/c
2
is its
Shwarzhild radius, ρr is the density of bakground
matter. At the radiation dominated stages the density in
Universe falls as ρr =
3
32piGt2 , what allows to integrate
the equation (1). The integral depends weakly on upper
bound in time, therefore one may put it equal to innity.
Then we have:
M =
M0
1− 81
32
GM0
c3t0
, (2)
where M0 is the mass of blak hole formed at the time
t0 . Formula (2) diverges under t0 →
81
32
GM0
c3 =
81
64
RG
c .
Thus if at the time of blak hole formation t0 its
gravitational radius RG was omparable with horizon
radius ct0 , then in stationary approximation aretion
would lead to very high inrease of mass, as ompared
with initial. Note, that for t ≫ 81
32
GM0
c3 the growth
of mass of PBH is negligible, so for MPBH ∼ 10
15
g
we an ompletely ignore it at t ≫ 10−20 s from the
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Big Bang. Beause of derease of PBH angular momen-
tum due to aretion, it would lead us to onlusion
about existene of almost non-rotating blak holes, even
if they had onsiderable spei angular momentum
(non-dimensional) of the order of Kerr limit momentum
alim =
JG
Mc3 = 1 at the moment of formation. It is lear
that the latter onlusion is assoiated with assumption
of the stationary aretion and is not onvining. Rela-
tion between the mass of just formed PBH and the
Universe horizon, whih determines evolution of mass
and angular momentum under the subsequent aretion,
an be found only by solution of non-stationary problem.
3. Estimations for inrease of mass and
derease of angular momentum
As shown in previous setion, formula (2) doesn't lead
to atastrophial aretion if the blak hole mass is
onsiderably smaller than c3t0/G . It means that blak
hole mass must be smaller than the mass ontained
within Universe horizon at the moment of time t0 .
Non-stationary spherially symmetri problem of PBH
formation as a result of evolution of initial strong pertur-
bations relative to Friedman bakground model is solved
numerially in paper [7℄. It is found that at the time of
its formation PBH will have mass onsiderably smaller
than the mass within the osmologial horizon, therefore
atastrophial aretion doesn't our. This result is
obtained for wide range of initial onditions. It also
agrees with the result of qualitative analysis made in
paper [2℄.
The main idea of the present paper is to estimate
the angular momentum losses of PBH inherited at their
birth, at the rst stages of the Universe expansion. For
that purposes we ombine the results of the PBH mass
evolution in hot Universe following from the numerial
simulations (solution of non-stationary problem) and
results for the angular momentum hange due to aretion
of the photons. We use the results of numerial alulations
[7℄ to estimate the mass growth and PBH angular
momentum loss, assuming the same rate of aretion.
If the mass of formed PBH is M0 = η
32
81
c3t0
G , where η
is a non-dimensional oeient, then in the absene of
atastrophial aretion (η ≪ 1) we use the relation for
stationary aretion (2) in order to estimate M , and
nal mass of PBH is
M =
M0
1− η
. (3)
For estimation of η we use results of solution of non-
stationary spherially symmetri problem obtained in
paper [7℄. As follows from the Table in that work, the
mass M0 of formed PBH doesn't exeed 10 per ent of
horizon mass Mhor at the time t0 for all investigated
in [7℄ variants. The oeient η is uniquely dened by
relation M0/Mhor :
ρ0 =
3
32piGt2
0
, Mhor =
4pi
3
ρ0(ct0)
3 =
1
8
c3t0
G
, (4)
η =
81
32
GM0
c3t0
=
81
256
M0
Mhor
. (5)
Taking into aount results [7℄, we obtain η ≈ 0.03 .
As shown in paper [9℄, in ase of aretion of the
isotropi photon ow (or other ultrarelativisti partiles)
to rotating PBH, an evolution of spei angular momen-
tum depending on mass an be written approximately
in form a ∝M−10/3 , i.e. a = a0(
M0
M )
10/3
. Under η ≪ 1
we obtain approximate dependenes for inrease of mass
and derease of PBH angular momentum during the
aretion:
M ≈M0(1 + η), a ≈ a0
(
1−
10
3
η
)
. (6)
Under η ∼ 0.03 we obtain that PBH mass M inreases
by ∼ 3 per ent due to aretion, and its spei angular
momentum a derease by ∼ 10 per ent.
Thus, PBH rapidly rotating at the time of formation
will keep their rapid rotation. If mass of PBH is not
too large (M ∼ 1015 g) their evaporation beomes
signiant by the present time [12℄. Ratio between die-
rent types of partiles generated during the evaporation
depends essentially on angular momentum of PBH [12℄,
what inuenes on estimates of dierent omponents of
the bakground of modern Universe, suh as neutrino,
gravitons, and other weakly interating partiles [13℄.
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